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ON THE p-PRIMARY OBSTRUCTIONS TO FINDING

A CROSS-SECTION

ROBERT RIGDON

ABSTRACT.  Let   q:    T — B  be a (weak) fibration, and let  p  be an

odd prime.   In this paper, we show that the existence of a fiber-preserving

map   A:    T   — T having  certain  properties  implies  that  the p-primary

obstructions to a cross-section of  q vanish.   Assuming that  q:    T — B

has a cross-section, we prove a related theorem which bears on the

problem of enumerating the homotopy classes of cross-sections of  q.

1.   Introduction.   In this section we state the two main theorems (I and

II) of this paper.   These theorems are proved in §2 and some applications

are given in §4.

Let q:   T —> B  be a weak fibration (in the sense of Dold [5])  with fiber

F  over ¿>_ £ B.   Assume that  F  is in — l)-connected, 72 > 1, and that  B  has

the homotopy type of a connected  CW complex and is 272-coconnected.   (Re-

call that a space X is said to be /e-coconnected if for every local system

Y of abelian groups over X, we have HqiX; Y) = 0, q > k.)    Let 0ÍT) be

the single obstruction (see Larmore [7]) to a cross-section of   q:   T —> B.

Suppose that A:   T —> T is a fiber-preserving map covering the

identity map of B, and let a:   F —» F be the restriction of A.   Before

stating Theorem I, we need the following

Definition.   Let p be an odd prime.   If G  is an abelian group and  a:

G —> G  is a homomorphism, we say that  a has property NI    if there are

positive integers  r and s, where  r is prime to p, suchthat ria+ lr)s:

G —• G  is the zero map.

Theorem I. Assume that B is il + l)-coconnected where I < 272—1,

and that a^: 27.(F) —» 27.(F) has property NI for i < I - 1 where p is an

odd prime.    Then OÍT)  has finite order prime to p  (or is zero).

Now assume that q: T —> B  has a cross-section and that B  is  (2t2 - l)-
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coconnected.   Then   [ß; T]   , the set of homotopy classes of cross-sections

of q:   T — B, has a natural affine group structure (see Becker [2]).   This

means that for any homotopy class A £ [B; T]ß, [B; T]ß  can be given a

natural   abelian group structure having A  as its zero element.   This group

will be denoted by ([B; T]ß, A).

Composition with A defines a function A,:   [B; 'Tig--' IB; T]ß  which

is a homomorphism of affine group structures.

Theorem II.   Assume that B  is (l + \)-coconnected where   I < 2n - 2,

and that  a^: n.(F) —> 77.(F)  has property NI    for  i < I where  p  is an odd

prime.    If AÁX) = A and AAXA = A    where A 4 A„, then A  has finite order

prime to p in ([B; T]ß, A0).

Remarks.   In Theorem I   below, we give an alternate formulation of

Theorem I in terms of the obstruction theory associated with a factorization

of  q:   T —> B  by B-principal fibrations.

As an application of Theorem I, we obtain a new proof of results of

Copeland and Mahowald in [4] and Proposition 13.4 of Becker in [3].   (See

Theorem 4.1 below.)

2.   Proofs of the main theorems.   We will make frequent use of the fol-

lowing simple lemma, the proof of which is left to the reader.

Lemma 2.1.   Let {OÍ = G    CG       , C • • • C G . = G  be a finite filtration
m 772-1 0 ' '

of the abelian group  G and assume that  a is a filtration preserving endomor-

phism of  G.    Then a has property NI     if and only if each of the maps

G/G.  . —* G ./G.      induced by a, i = 0, ••• , m- 1,  has property NI .

Proof of Theorem II.    Let  Y.  he the local system of abelian groups over

B defined by   Y .(b) = n.(q~ Hb)) tot b £ B.   Set L = ([ß; T]ß, AQ).   Using

the spectral sequence from [2,   §4] or from [7, §5], we obtain a filtration

{A0i = Ll~n+l CL1-" C- C L° = L, subgroups  C'CD'C H\B; Y), and

isomorphisms  d{: Li~"/Li-" + 1 —> D'/Ö tot  i = n, • • • , /.   (This filtration

could also be obtained using the methods of McClendon in [10].)

A   induces homomorphisms of local systems  tp\ : Y.—> Y . which in

turn induce homomorphisms  (cí^)*: HlÍB; Y) —» H'(B; Y).   Since AAXA =

AQ, the  naturality  of the  spectral sequence  implies  that   AÂL1) C

ÍÁ i<pA)AC*) C C\ (cV^yDÓ C D\ and that the following diagram is com-

mutative
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Li-"/Li-n + l-^-^Di/Ci

A t*îl>.

Li-"/Li-"+l ~^—*Di/Ci

By hypothesis, a^ = tp'AibQ):   Y [b A —*Y(bA  has property NI    fot i < L

Applying Lemma 2.1, we see that (cS^^has property NI    fot i < I, and that

this implies that /(«:  L —> L  has property  N7  .

Let r and s be positive intergers with r prime to p, such that

KA# + 1L)5  is the zero map.   Then  0 = AA^ + 1L)S(A) = r2sA, so A  has

order prime to p. D

Proof of Theorem I.   Let S AT) —• B  be the  "fiberwise" unreduced

suspension of q:   T —» B.   (The fibers of S AT) —» ß   are the unreduced

suspensions of the fibers of T —» B, and ^   (T) is topologized as a quotient

space of  T x I.    By the appendix of   [8], ^ AT) —> B   is a weak fibration.)

Let s , s  :   B  —> S AT) be the south and north pole sections, respectively.

[B; SAT)]b  has a natural affine group structure; we assume from now on

that [B; Sß(T)]     has been given the group structure having  Is A  as its

zero element.

The single obstruction  OÍT)  to a cross-section of T —» B  is the homo-

topy class of s     in [B; 5   (T)]„.   It was introduced for sphere bundles by

Becker in [3] (where it was called an Euler class relative to the sphere

spectrum) and for general fibrations by Larmore in [7].   By [7, Theorem 4.3]

q:   T—>B   has a cross-section if and only if  OiT)  is zero.

The map A:   T -* T induces S~ß(A): Jß(T) — S~ßiT).   Clearly

SAA)ÁIs .]) = [s.] for i = 0, 1.   Hence Theorem I follows directly from

Theorem II. □

The conventional method of attacking the existence problem for cross-

sections is via obstruction theory, and we now consider the implications of

Theorem I from the standpoint of obstruction theory.   We first describe the

factorization of a fibration by B-principal fibrations.

Recall that a space over B   is a space  Z  together with a continuous

projection Z—>B, and that a B-sectioned space is a space over B  together

with a canonical cross-section of the projection.   (The projection and cross-

section are normally suppressed from the notation.)   If Z    and Z     are

spaces over  B, a map /:   Z   —> Z     is a map over B  if f covers the

identity map of  B.   If /:   Z   —> Z    is a map over B    and  Z    is a B-
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sectioned space, there is a notion of B-principal fibration induced by /

which generalizes the ordinary principal fibration.   See McClendon ([lO] or

[9])   for the definition of B-principal fibration and a general exposition of

the category of spaces over B.

By a factorization  J   of  q: T —* B, we mean a commutative diagram

A

built up as follows.   Each K. is a B-sectioned space such that the projec-

tion  K.  —' B  is a weak fibration with 72-connected fiber, each 6.   is a map2 ' 2 r

over B, and  T       —• T. is the  B-principal fibration induced by 9..

A standard Moore-Postnikov factorization of q: T —> B  is one in which

K. is an  Eilenberg-Mac Lane   space of type (r     . , « + 2 + 1) and q .  is an

(n + i + l)-equivalence.

The 2th obstruction of J  is defined as follows

OHÎ) = M9i og] £ [B; K.]B|g: B —» 7\ is a cross-section of T. —> B\.

Observe that [B; F-\b  has a group structure having the homotopy class of

the canonical section as zero.   Then   T. —> B  has a cross-section if and

only if  0J(j)  contains zero for j < i.    Of course, the most useful factoriza-

tions are those which satisfy:   T    —> B  has a cross-section if and only if

q:   T —> B  has a cross-section.   However, we do not restrict ourselves to

such factorizations here.

We assume that the factorization J  has the following property:   There

is a filtration Lm C Lm~ l C • • • C L° = [B; TB(T)]ß, subgroups Ind. C

[B; K^ß, and monomorphisms a.: Ll/L1+l —> [B; K.]   /ind. such that
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(1) O'df) contains zero for /' < i if and only if   0(T) £ Ll.

(2) If   0(T) £ L\ then oHS) = a.iO(T) + L¿ + I).

Theorem I'.     // the hypotheses of Theorem I hold and OKA)  contains

zero for  j < i, then  O'CF), as an element of [B; K¿]B/lnd¿, has finite order

prime to p  (or is zero).

Remark.   For most factorizations J, it is not difficult to verify the

existence of a filtration of [B; Sß(T)]ß  having the above properties.   Such

filtrations exist for the standard Moore-Postnikov factorization by Larmore

[7], and for the factorizations of [8] by their very construction.   More

generally, it follows from results of McClendon in [ll] that the desired

filtration exists for any factorization satisfying:

(1) Each  q. is an 72-equivalence.

(2) 77. (fiber of K. — B) = 0 for /' > 2t2, all i.

3.   Property  NI  .   The following proposition is sometimes useful in

verifying that a map satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem I or II.

nA ) denotes reduced stable homotopy.

Proposition 3.1.   Let X be a connected pointed space and f:  X  —» X

a basepoint preserving map.    Then f^:   77f(X) —> 77 ̂(X)  has property  NI

for i < n  if and only if /„,:   H .(X; Z) —« 77 .(X; Z)  has property NI    for

i < 72.

Proof.   Assume first that  f^:  H XX ; Z) —> H {X; Z)  has property  NI

fot  i < 72.   By the naturality of the universal coefficient theorem and Lemma

2.1, /.,.: 77 (X; G) —> 77,(X; G) has property NI    for each abelian group G

and each i < n.   Let \EriX; S)| be the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence

converging to the  quotients  of  a filtration  of  n^.{X)   with   E     term

£*,*(<^>") = H*iX'> njv)) where S  is the sphere spectrum.   (See [l, Chapter

7] for an exposition of the Atiyah-Hirzebruch s. s. )

Using naturality of the spectral sequence  ÍFr(X;S)S  together with

Lemma 2.1, we see that /„.: 77S(X) —* 77S(X)  has property NI    fot i < n.

For the converse, let 0 be the suspension spectrum of X, and let K

be  a   "nice"   spectrum with   n (K)        Z, 77.(K) = 0   for   2  4 0.     Let

\ETÍA; is)!  be the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence converging to the

quotients of a filtration of o^iK.) = H^iX; Z)  with  E2  term

F*2 AK; g) = HAK; frA¡b)) = H¿K; ?*(X)).
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Now use naturality of this spectral sequence and apply Lemma 2.1

again.   D

If X and   V are spaces, let  X *Y be the usual join topologized as a

quotient space of X x Y x I.

Corollary 3.2.   Assume   Y is im - l)-connected and f:   X  —• X  is a map.

If /„:  ns.iX) — ns.iX)  has property  NI    for i < n, then   if * 1  L:   ns.(X * Y)

_,   ns(X * Y)  has property NI    for i < n + m + 1.

Proof.   This follows from Proposition 3.1, the Kiinneth formula and

Lemma 2.1.

Remark.   If T —► B  and T' —>  B are weak f ¡bradons, let T *     T' —>

B  be their "fiberwise" join (see the appendix of [8]).   Corollary 3.2 is use-

ful for finding fiber preserving maps   T *ß T   —> T * „ T    satisfying the

hypotheses of Theorems I and II.

Proposition 3.3.   Let  V be the Stiefel manifold of orthonormal k-

frames in m-dimensional Euclidean space Rm. Define f: V , —> V , by

fiv , • • • , vA = i- v , v , • • • ,vA. Then for any odd prime p, f^: n.(V A

—> 77.(V     ,)  has property  NI    for

i < 2(tt2 — k — 1), 222  odd,

i < min(2(772 - k - l),m - 2),        m  even.

Proof.   Half of this assertion is completely trivial since it is well-

known that it m - k is odd ,  w.(V     A is a 2-primary group for k > 1   and  i

in the above range.   (See [6], p. 217.)   The assertion is also obvious for

V   , = s™-1.
772,1

To handle the remaining cases, let n:  V     , —» V     ,    .   be projection
77Z , fZ TU f fz ~~ 1

on the last k -  1  vectors and let 7:   Sm~   —. V     ,   be the inclusion of

some fiber.   We have a commutative diagram

n.iSm-k)^n.iV     A
2 2        772, k

n.(Sm-k)-^„.(v     A
2 2        772, k

in which j^ is a C2-epimorphism for  2  in the range of 3.3 (where Ç.     is the

Serre class of 2-primary groups).   The assertions now follow from Lemma

2.1. D
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4.   Applications.   The following theorem is due essentially to Copeland

and Mahowald [4].   (See also Becker [3].)

Theorem 4.1.   Let  E —• B  be an m-dimensional vector bundle and let

E   —> B be the associated Stiefel bundle of orthonormal k-frames.   If B  is

il + 2)-coconnected where

I  <   2(t72 -  k  -   l), 772    Odd,

I < min(2(?72 - k - l), m - 2),       m even,

then the single obstruction OÍE A  is zero modulo 2-torsion.

Proof.   Define A:   Ffe — Ffe by Aivx, • • • , vfe) = (-v., v2, • • • , v^.

Then apply 3.3 and Theorem I. D

Let M  be a compact smooth 2?2-manifold.   Denote by l(M, R") (resp.,

E(M, R"))  the set of regular homotopy classes of smooth immersions (resp.,

isotopy classes of smooth embeddings) of M in R".   IÍM, R") (for 2t2 >

3tt2 + l)  and  EiM, R") (for  272 > 3(tt2 + 1)) have natural  affine group structures.

(See Becker [2].)

Let C: R"—> R" be a linear transformation of determinant —1. Com-

position with C defines maps C# : 7(M, R") — 7(M, R") and C# : EiM, R")

—• EiM, R")  which are homomorphisms of affine group structures.

Theorem 4.2.   Assume g   :  M —> R"  is an immersion such that CÁlgA) =

[go]  and 272 > 3*2 + 1.   Then |[g] £ l(M, R") | C#(lg]) = lg]\ is a 2-primary

subgroup of (I(M, R"), IgA).

Theorem 4.3.   Assume g   :  M —> Rn  is an embedding such that  Cj[gA) =

[gQ]  and 272 > 3(222 + 1).   Then ![g] £ E(M, W) \ C^ilg]) = [g]!  is a 2-primary

subgroup of (E(M, R"), [gQ]).

Proofs. Theorems of Haefliger and Hirsch (see [2, §9]) reduce the study

of l(M, R") and E(M, R") to the study of the cross-sections of certain sphere

bundles.   Theorem II can then be applied.   We give the details for 4.3 only.

Let AM be the diagonal in M x M.   The fixed point free involution

mapping (x, y) £ M x M - AM to (y, x)  defines a free  Z  -action on  M x M —

AM.   Set M x M - AM/Z2 = M* and let iM x M - AM)"-1 -> M* be the S""1-

bundle associated to the principal  Z  -bundle  M x M - AM —• M*, where

7.  acts on S"~    via the antipodal map.   Haefliger's theorem says that for

2?2  >  3(772 +   l),  there  is  a  one-one  correspondence   t:    EÍM,   R") -•

[M*; (/M xM   — AM)"     ]„*;   moreover, r is an isomrophism of affine group

structures.
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Let c:   S"-1 — S"~l  be the restriction of C to S"~l C R".   Then

c induces a bundle map C:   (M x M - AM)"" ' — (M x M   - AM)"~ 1  and

under the one-one correspondence t, C„-: EiM, R") —• EÍM, R") becomes

Cm.   Hence 4.3 follows from Theorem II. o

Remark.   Let !^0(g) denote the normal sphere bundle of the immersion

g: M —>R".   If  CAlg]) = [g],   then it is easy to construct a bundle map A:

vAg) —> vAg)  covering the identity which has degree-1  on fibers.    Hence

Theorem I applies.

Remark.     Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 can also be obtained by the methods

of Becker in [3, §11].
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